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ABSTRACT

The classification of emotional states from poetry or formal text has received less

attention by the experts of computational intelligence in recent times as compared to

informal textual content like SMS, email, chat, and online user reviews. In this study,

an emotional state classification system for poetry text is proposed using the latest and

cutting edge technology of Artificial Intelligence, called Deep Learning. For this

purpose, an attention-based C-Ramdom forest model is implemented on the poetry

corpus. The proposed approach classifies the text of poetry into different emotional

states, like love,joy,hope, sadness,anger,etc. Different experiments are conducted to

evaluate the efficiency of the proposed system as compared to other state-of-art

methods as well as machine learning and deep learning methods. Experimental results

depict that

the proposed model out performed the baselines studies with88% accuracy.

Furthermore, the analysis of the statistical experiment also validates the performance

of the proposed approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

The classification of opinions, sentiments and emotional states has gained the attention

of experts from different fields like natural language processing, computational

linguistics and computational intelligence [1]. There are two types of writings that can

be analyzed by machine: formal and informal [2]. The formal textual content pertains

to poetry, novels, essays, novel, plays, and official/legal documentation,

whereas the informal textual content is about SMS, chat, and social media posts. Due
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to complex nature of the formal text (poetry), detection and classification of emotional

states is a challenging task. For instance, the verse ‘‘And the sunlight clasps the earth,

And the moonbeams kiss the sea:’’, taken from the poem ‘‘Love Philosophy’’ (Shelley)

conveys a love emotion. The manual strategy for detecting emotional states expressed

by the poet in the poetry text is difficult and timeconsuming.

In recent times, machine learning techniques have been applied successfully for

extracting and analyzing emotional states and themes from poetic text [1]–[3].

However, small datasets labeled with a limited number of emotional states are the

major limitations of such studies [1], [3]. The existing studies on the detection of

emotional states from poetry text have used traditional machine learning techniques

[1], [4] with limited datasets tagged with a small number of emotion classes. One of

the study [3] conducted on emotion classification from poetry text has used one

machine learning classifier, namely Support Vector Machine (SVM) and a Ramdom

forest classifier, for classifying poetry text into two emotion classes. This gap can be

bridged by investigating Attention-based C-Ramdom forest model, which can take

advantage of both the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Bidirectional Long

Short Term Memory (Ramdom forest), as well as, we also exploited the Attention

mechanism of deep learning.

Therefore, produced and recorded in the type of text data have to be operated

by computers. For that reason obtaining and using meaningful information from these

data will facilitate the work of people. Text mining is multi discipline; it makes use of

such as data mining, artificial intelligent, natural language processing and information

retrieval. Text classification is one of the most widely studied areas in text mining. It

is a supervised learning problem. To solve this problem, firstly, data separated into

two parts called train and test data. In the next step, classification algorithms applied

training data. In the last step classifier models predict label of text by means of

learning model. There are many text-mining studies in the literature. Spam mail

detection: Email is the simplest and cheapest communication tools in daily life. Most

of the received emails are the text. These mails are two parts, named spam and

nonspam. Some advertisement companies or bad people prefer to send spam mails to

users. Spam mails give rise to waste of time and slow down daily work. Therefore,
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spam mails have to be found and not delivered to the users. Spam mail detection is

binary text classification application [1, 2].

Web page classification: Web pages occur in HyperText Markup Language

(HTML) files. There are some information based on text in these files. If text-mining

techniques apply to these files, web pages may classify by the computers [3].

Author detection: Text-mining methods apply to the books or column so that author of

texts can be recognized [4, 5]. There are very different studies apart from the above

popular topics. [6], automatic text summarization [7], automatic question answering

systems [8], sentiment analysis on text [9, 10], music genre classification on lyrics [11,

12], television-rating prediction with social media [13] and automatic news article

classification

Poetry is a form of literary art in which language is used for its aesthetic and evocative

qualities in addition to, or in lieu of, its’ apparent meaning. Classical poetry showed

works of art with diverse styles from the history development of past literary, tradition

and the nature of the data is unique and creative. Poetries are usually mean to deliver

expression such as love, kindness and dignity. Thus, there are various categories of

poetries. However, efforts in performing automatic classification of poetries are very

rare. This is because the forms and features of poetry text are different from normal

text as bound by a factor of lines, stanzas, rhyme, elements of style and beauty of

sound and rhythm. Furthermore, poetries are usually in the form of short textual

paragraphs with little discriminative value word features for automatic classification

purposes. Therefore, the classification of poetries proved to be a challenging task.

Classification of poetry is important particularly in information retrieval (or poetry

retrieval) as its retrieval is not according to a simple keyword matching but involves

the context, classes and themes of the poetries. Apart from that, the ability to

recognize poetry from prose is potentially important, particularly for search machines

with particular emphasis for poetry mining.

2 RELATEDWORK
Pantun or the Malay poetries are categorized by audience, shape and theme (Bakar,

1983). Audience means the division of the poetry from the perspective of both parties,
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who recited and heard the poetry according to their age. Therefore, poetries are

appropriate to be ‘heard by’ or

‘recited for’ children, adults or the elderly. The shape refers to the division of poetry

from the point of length lines structure either consisting of two, four, six and up to

sixteen lines. While the theme refers to the categorization of poetry based on

philosophical concept, experience, emotion, interpretation and human understanding.

For example, poetry that expresses love to God is classified under the ‘religion’ theme.

Malay poetry consists of short sentences in which each line of poetry has only four to

seven words. The lines of Malay poetry are formed in pairs by alternating between

each line of poetry. Typically, the numbers of lines in each verse of poetry are either

two, four, six, eight or twelve lines.

 Pantun or the Malay poetries are categorized by audience, shape and theme

(Bakar, 1983). Audience means the division of the poetry from the perspective

of both parties, who recited and heard the poetry according to their age.

Therefore, poetries are appropriate to be ‘heard by’ or

 ‘recited for’ children, adults or the elderly. The shape refers to the division of

poetry from the point of length lines structure either consisting of two, four, six

and up to sixteen lines. While the theme refers to the categorization of poetry

based on philosophical concept, experience, emotion, interpretation and human

understanding. For example, poetry that expresses love to God is classified

under the ‘religion’ theme. Malay poetry consists of short sentences in which

each line of poetry has only four to seven words. The lines of Malay poetry are

formed in pairs by alternating between each line of poetry. Typically, the

numbers of lines in each verse of poetry are either two, four, six, eight or

twelve lines.

 Computer graphics

 Basic game development

 Mapping and geography (GIS software)
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3METHODOLOGY

1)DATAACQUISITION
To train a deep learning model one of the most important steps is to collect the data.

For this purpose, we have used the dataset acquired from which consists of 9142 posts.
2) PREPROCESSING
To implement the deep learning model, the next step is to transform the words into

numbers. So some of the basic preprocessing steps such as stop-words removal,

conversion to lowercase, and tokenization, are performed. After tokenization, a

vocabulary is built which transforms the sequences of words into the sequences of

integers, where each integer represents a specific word in a vocabulary.

3)FEATURE REPRESENTATION
To enable the model to learn, each word is further transformed into an embedding

vector by using the Keras embedding layer.

4)FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this module, the proposed model extracts the n-gram features from the input

received from the previous embedding layer.

4.RESULT
LOADING THE LIBRARIES
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ALGORITHM EVALUTION

5.CONCLUSION

To categorize English poetry text within multiple emotion classes, we have exploited a

deep learning technique namely, Attention-based C-Ramdom forest model. For
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experimentation, a benchmark dataset is used with an extension into the emotion

classes: Alone, Hope, Nature, and Surprise along with their respective poems.
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